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Abstract

Recently, Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based Voice Conver-
sion (VC) techniques have become popular in the VC literature.
These techniques suffer from the issue of overfitting due to less
amount of available training data from a target speaker. To al-
leviate this, pre-training is used for better initialization of the
DNN parameters, which leads to faster convergence of param-
eters. Greedy layerwise pre-training of the stacked Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) or the stacked De-noising AutoEn-
coder (DAE) is used with extra available speaker-pairs‘ data.
This pre-training is time-consuming and requires a separate net-
work to learn the parameters of the network. In this work, we
propose to analyze the DNN training strategies for the VC task,
specifically with and without pre-training. In particular, we in-
vestigate whether an extra pre-training step could be avoided by
using recent advances in deep learning. The VC experiments
were performed on two VC Challenge (VCC) databases 2016
and 2018. Objective and subjective tests show that DNN trained
with Adam optimization and Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
performed comparable or better than the pre-trained DNN with-
out compromising on speech quality and speaker similarity of
the converted voices.
Index Terms: DNN, Voice Conversion, Dropout, Adam Opti-
mization, Exponential Linear Unit (ELU).

1. Introduction
Voice Conversion (VC) converts the perceived speaker identity
in a given speech signal from a source to a particular target
speaker [1, 2]. Among various available VC techniques, Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM)-based methods have been consid-
ered state-of-the-art method since the last two decades [2]. Re-
cently, Neural Network (NN)-based architectures, such as Artif-
ical Neural Network (ANN) [3], Deep Neural Network (DNN)
[4–7], Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM) [8],
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [9–11], Adversarial Network
[12–17] have become more popular in the VC literature. These
complex architectures of DNN require a huge amount of train-
ing data for their better performance. If the degrees of freedom,
(i.e., the number of parameters to be learned) is more compared
to the amount of available training data then the issue of over-
fitting may occur [18]. Most of the practical applications of VC
generally face the issue of availability of less training data from
the target speaker and hence, it leads to overfitting in DNN.

To alleviate this issue, pre-training is very popular [19, 20].
It was shown that pre-training is all the more helpful than the
random initializations of the network parameters for DNN with
a large number of layers [19]. Furthermore, it was shown that
the pre-training works as a kind of regularization that resem-
bles manifold learning [21]. In particular, Deep Belief Network

(DBN) or the stacked De-noising AutoEncoder (DAE) archi-
tectures are being used to pre-train the DNN in the VC liter-
ature [4, 5, 22, 23]. This pre-training helps in achieving better
initialization and results into the faster convergence of the net-
works. However, it requires separate training of the network
from the different speaker-pairs‘ training data, which is time-
consuming and costly. Recently, the idea of pre-training has
become obsolete in most of the research area with proper acti-
vation function and regularization techniques [24–26]. In par-
ticular, it has been shown empirically that DNN with the Recti-
fied Linear Unit (ReLU) [27] activation can be trained success-
fully with random initialization and also converges fast [24].
However, recent DNN-based methods still use the pre-training
in VC due to overfitting and poor convergence issues during
DNN training [6, 9].

In this study, we present an empirical analysis of strategies
for training DNN for the VC task. Our study arises from recent
progress in deep learning to train the DNN. We seek to under-
stand that whether we really need to pretrain a DNN for the
VC task. We have shown a comparison between pretraining a
DNN before an actual VC task or directly training DNN for VC
task. We have also used popular regularization and optimiza-
tion techniques as well as recently proposed activation func-
tions. The VC experiments were performed using the publicly
available first and second Voice Conversion Challenge (VCC)
databases [28, 29].
Our contributions:

• Empirical analysis with recent DNN strategies to over-
come the need of pre-training in DNN-based VC.

• We applied recent variants of the Rectifier Linear Units
(ReLU) [27], such as Leaky ReLU (i.e., LReLU) [30]
and Exponential Linear Unit (i.e., ELU) [31] to get better
and fast convergence.

• We also presented the impact of Xavier initialization
over the random initialization to get better convergence.

• Motivated from [32], we propose to use dropout to over-
come the overfitting issue in VC.

• Presented analysis w.r.t. different optimization strate-
gies, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and
Adam optimization in the context of pretraining of DNN.

• Detailed objective and subjective analysis is presented
on the VCC 2016 and VCC 2018 databases.

2. DNN-based VC
The relation between the spectral feature vectors X, and Y
(from the source, and target speakers, respectively) are obtained
using the DNN, which consists ofK > 2 multiple layers, where
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K is the total number of layers. Here, each layer performs ei-
ther nonlinear or linear transformation. The transformation at
ith layer is given by [26]:

hi+1 = f(WT
i hi + bi), (1)

where hi, hi+1, Wi, bi are called as input, output, weights and
bias, respectively, of the ith layer, and f is an activation func-
tion (such as, tangent hyperbolic, sigmoid, ReLU linear units)
or linear. h1 = X and hK+1 = Y are the input and output
layers of DNN. Due to the increased number of layers, DNN
can capture the more complex relationship between the source
and target speakers’ spectral features. The Stochastic Gradi-
ent Descent (SGD) algorithm is used to train the weights and
biases of the DNN such that Mean Square Error (MSE), i.e.,
E = ||Y − Ŷ||2 is minimized. Here, Ŷ is the predicted out-
put. In the next section, we will briefly discuss techniques for
training DNN along with recent proposals for DNN parameter-
ization.

3. Strategies for Training DNN for VC
3.1. Pre-training of DNN

The random initialization of weights and biases of the DNN
results in poor convergence, i.e., the likelihood will be stuck
into local minima [33]. One of the possible solutions for faster
and better convergence for the training of DNN is to set initial
parameters via pre-training of the network [19]. In particular,
we have used a DAE that is created by stacking of layers of the
autoencoders for pre-training of DNN [34]. The baseline DNN
consists of encoding layers of DAE, followed by shallow ANN
and decoding layers of DAE [5].

3.2. Regularization

Sometimes during the DNN training, weights of the neighbor-
ing neurons become more dependent on the current neuron’s
weight, and this dependency is called complex co-adaptation
[32]. Hence, if neurons are randomly dropped out then the
neighboring neurons have to step in and make accurate predic-
tions for the missing neurons, which will make our network to
generalize itself very well, and also make it less sensitive to
overfitting. Dropout is one of the most simple yet very effective
ways of preventing overfitting in DNN [32]. We used dropout
as a regularization in our DNN training. We have taken dropout
probability of 0.3 as recently suggested in the area of speech
recognition [35, 36]. Here, dropout is not applied at input and
the output layers. The term dropout refers to randomly drop-
ping out neurons with probability p. Applying a dropout to
DNN can be considered as a multiplying neural network acti-
vation with a binary mask (also known as the dropout mask).
The dropout mask is created using the random variables drawn
from the Bernoulli distribution, i.e., mk = Bernoulli(p).

m = Bernoulli(p), (2)

where P (m = 1) = 1 − p and P (m = 0) = p. Hence, the
output at the ith layer is given by:

hi+1 = m� f(WT
i hi + bi). (3)

Hence, dropping out a neuron in DNN with p probability means
that a neuron is dropped out and its output is set to zero irre-
spective of whatever the input is given. On the other hand, it
will keep the neurons with 1 − p probability in the network.

Once the neuron is dropped out, it will not be able to contribute
in forward and backward pass of the backpropagation. Every
time a neuron is dropped out, it is like training a new DNN and
hence, dropout can be thought as the average result for the entire
ensemble of DNNs than a single DNN [32].

3.3. Choice of Activation Functions

Early DNN used sigmoid or tanh nonlinear activation until the
ReLU, and its recent variants were proposed [26, 37]. It has
been empirically shown that with the ReLU activation function,
DNNs can be trained without the need of pre-training in other
areas of speech processing apart from the VC [24]. Hence, we
propose to use ReLU and its recent variants, such as LReLU
and ELU for avoiding the pre-training in the area of VC. The
activation functions are defined in Table 1. Here, α (also called
as leakage parameter) controls the slope of negative part.

Table 1: Definition of Activation Functions. After [27, 30, 31]

ReLU LReLU ELU
f(x) for x ≥ 0 x x x
f(x) for x < 0 0 α · x α · (ex − 1)

Figure 1 shows the three piecewise linear activation func-
tions. Here, LReLU was plotted by taking α = 0.1, and for
ELU, α = 1 is taken as suggested in [30], [31], respectively.
The key advantage of the ReLU, LReLU, and ELU is that they
do not face gradient vanishing problems that is faced by the sig-
moid and tanh [31]. Furthermore, computations of these activa-
tions are simpler which results into speed up in the training and
faster convergence. In addition, they generalize the DNN better,
i.e., they can predict the values more accurately for unseen data.
Moreover, sigmoid activation is easier to saturate and hence,
derivative of the input is almost zero once the sigmoid reaches
to the any side of the plateau [26]. However, ReLU saturates
only when the input is less than zero. In addition, LReLU re-
duces this saturation regions due to its non-zero behavior with
the negative input. Furthermore, ELU also saturate with the
negative value in presence of smaller input, which helps in de-
creasing forward propagation variations [31]. Recently, effec-
tiveness of ELU over ReLU and LReLU was shown in areas
of image processing in terms of faster convergence, and better
generalization of networks [31].

Figure 1: Piecewise linear activation functions where input at
neuron x ∈ <, and f(x) is the activation function.

3.4. Optimization

One of the key challenges of the SGD was that it requires a
proper selection of learning rate. For example, too small value
of learning rate will lead to the slower convergence, and higher
learning rate can lead to miss the true convergence. In addition,
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the SGD applies the same learning rate to all the parameters.
The Adam optimizer computes an individual adaptive learning
rates for different parameters from the estimates of first and sec-
ond moments of the gradients [38]. The name of Adam is de-
rived from the adaptive moment estimation [38]. The Adam
optimization has several advantages, such as the magnitudes of
the parameter updates are invariant to rescaling of the gradient,
and its step sizes are approximately bounded by the step size
of hyperparameters. It also does not require a stationary objec-
tive, and works well with the sparse gradients, and it naturally
performs a form of step size annealing. Due to the use of bias
correction along with the first, and second-order moments of
the gradient terms, the Adam optimization was shown to per-
form better than the SGD-based methods [38]. Recently, its
convergence characteristics were also discussed [39].

3.5. Xavier Initialization

Proper initialization of the random weights play a key role in
the training of the DNN [26]. For example, variance of the
input start diminishing as it passes through each layer, if the
weights are small. Hence, the inputs will not be useful dur-
ing the training. Similarly, the variance of input data start in-
creasing as it passes through each layer, if the weights are large.
Hence, the inputs will explode, and will not be useful either.
To tackle the issues of initializing a DNN with an arbitrary ran-
dom weights, Xavier initialization technique was proposed [33].
It ensures that the variance of the weights remain same as it
passes through each layer. This is achieved by initializing the
weights from Gaussian distribution with zero mean and vari-
ance of 1/N , where N is the number of input neurons [33]. In
this paper, we also compare all the results w.r.t. the random and
Xavier initialization techniques.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

In this paper, both VC Challenge (VCC) 2016 and 2018
databases have been used to build VC systems [28, 29]. 25-
D Mel Cepstral Coefficients (MCCs) (including the 0th coeffi-
cient) and 1-D F0 for each frame (having 25 ms frame duration,
and 5 ms frame shift) have been extracted. We have built the
VC systems for all 25 and 16 speaker-pairs given in the VCC
2016 and VCC 2018 databases, respectively.

Table 2: Descriptions of VC systems

System Pre-training Opt. Activation Dropout
A

(Baseline [5]) X SGD Sigmoid ×

B × SGD Sigmoid ×
C × SGD ReLU ×
D × SGD LReLU ×
E × SGD ELU ×
F × SGD Sigmoid X
G × Adam Sigmoid ×
H × Adam Sigmoid X
I × Adam ReLU X
J × Adam LReLU X
K × Adam ELU X
L X Adam Sigmoid X
M X Adam ELU X
N X SGD ELU X

Opt.: Optimization, Here, X indicates technique is used; ×
indicates technique is not used in this paper

The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm was applied
for the alignment task. The number of training utterances have
been varied from, n = 10, 20, 40, 100, and150. Four speakers’
data from the CMU-ARCTIC database has been taken for the
pre-training. We employ exactly the same architecture given
in [5] for our baseline DNN system. We employ different
optimization algorithm, nonlinear activation function and the
dropout techniques in number of combinations w.r.t. the base-
line VC systems. In this paper, we used α = 0.01 for LReLU,
and α = 1 for ELU nonlinear activation function. We used
Adam optimization with the β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999. The
learning rate and the number of epochs were chosen from [5].
Mean-variance (MV) transformation is used for the F0 (i.e.,
fundamental frequency) transformation. The AHOCODER is
used for the analysis-synthesis [40]. The description of the de-
veloped VC systems is given in Table 1.

4.2. Objective Evaluation

For objective evaluation, we have selected the state-of-the-
art Mel Cepstral Distortion (MCD) measure [2]. Figure 2
shows the average MCD for all the systems developed using
25 speaker-pairs along with 95 % confidence interval. It can be
seen that the system A (i.e., baseline with pre-training) is hav-
ing lower MCD value than the system B (i.e., baseline without
pre-training). This clearly indicates that for a given baseline
architecture [5], the pre-training is indeed helping to achieve
lower MCD value. The MCD for system B is further reduced
with the use of advanced activation functions (as shown for sys-
tems C, D, and E). Furthermore, systems G to K (i.e., systems
with Adam and dropout and no pre-training) are able to perform
equal or better compared to the baseline. This also shows the
significance of Adam optimization over SGD. Moreover, it can
also be observed that with SGD and Adam system with ELU is
performing better compared to all other activations.

Figure 2: The MCD analysis for various VC systems developed
on VCC 2016 database. Dotted circle indicates relatively better
performing proposed VC system.

Figure 3: The MCD analysis for various VC systems developed
on VCC 2018 database. Dotted circle indicates relatively better
performing proposed VC system.
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To further investigate the effectiveness of pre-training, we
also develop the systems L to N. In the case of pre-trained net-
work, further reduction in the MCD for the system with Adam
over SGD can be clearly seen in Figure 2 w.r.t. the activation
function ELU and the dropout. Furthermore, reduction in the
MCD can be clearly seen for the system M w.r.t. the system
L, which is solely due to the ELU activation function. Overall,
the system K is performing better w.r.t. the baseline and other
pre-trained network. Hence, the proposed network can be used
to overcome the need of pre-training in the VC. Similar obser-
vations can be made for the VCC 2018 database from Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the average MCD for all the systems devel-
oped on the Hub task of VCC 2018 using 16 speaker-pairs along
with 95 % confidence interval.Here, average MCD is calculated
for all the VC systems developed on the 25 and 16 speaker-pairs
in VCC 2016 and VCC 2018 databases, respectively. It can be
seen that the system K without pre-training is performing rel-
atively the best among all the systems. Furthermore, it can be
seen that system K is consistently performing better across the
number of training utterances. In particular, system K with only
ten utterances in training (where the possibilities of overfitting
is higher) is also performing better than the baseline system A.
This may be due to the fact that the dropout prevents overfitting
in the DNN by means of stochastic regularization.

Figure 4: Comparison of random initialization vs. Xavier ini-
tialization on the VCC 2016 database.

Figure 5: Comparison of random initialization vs. Xavier ini-
tialization on the VCC 2018 database.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the comparison of the Xavier
initialization w.r.t. the random initialization on the VCC 2016
and VCC 2018 databases, respectively. The effectiveness of the
Xavier initialization can be seen on both the databases. Hence,
the Xavier initialization can also be useful to overcome the need
of pre-training in addition to the other proposed modifications.
We can clearly see that there is a significant improvement in the
performance of System C, D, and E with the Xavier initializa-
tion on both the database. It is possibly due to the fact that fixed
variance in the Xavier initialization at each layers helping the
inputs to not getting explode and hence, resulted in the better
performance [33].

4.3. Subjective Evaluation

To measure both the speech quality and the Speaker Similarity
(SS) of converted voice, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test have
been taken. The subjective tests were taken from the 14 subjects
(2 female and 12 male with no known hearing impairments, and
with the age variations between 21 to 30 years) from total 252
samples. In the MOS test, subjects were asked to evaluate the
randomly played utterance for the speech quality and SS. For
speech quality, subjects were asked to rate the converted voice
on the scale of 1 (i.e., very bad) to 5 (i.e., very good). Similarly,
for the SS, subjects were asked to rate the converted voice in
terms of SS on the scale of 1 (not at all the target speaker) to
5 (exactly same as the target speaker). The result of the MOS
test, for the VCC 2016 and VCC 2018, is shown in the Figure 6,
and Figure 7 along with 95 % confidence intervals,respectively.
It is clearly visible from the Figure 6 and Figure 7 that the pro-
posed system K without pre-training is performing comparable
and slightly better w.r.t. the baseline system with pre-training in
the MOS tests for speech quality and speaker similarity, respec-
tively. This indicates that the need of pre-training for the DNN
can be reasonably avoided by using our proposed system.

Figure 6: The MOS analysis along with 95 % confidence inter-
val on VCC 2016 database.

Figure 7: The MOS analysis along with 95 % confidence inter-
val on VCC 2018 database.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The state-of-the-art DNN-based VC techniques require greedy
layerwise pre-training of the network for better initialization
and faster convergence of the DNN. In this work, we proposed
to use the DNN with dropout and the ELU activation function
to overcome pre-training in DNN-based VC systems. In ad-
dition, we proposed to use the Adam optimization-based tech-
niques along with Xavier initialization. We found that the pro-
posed DNN performs slightly better and/or comparable w.r.t.
the DNN with the pre-training on both the VCC 2016 and VCC
2018 databases. The subjective evaluations also justify that the
proposed model is able to overcome the need for pre-training in
DNN-based VC. In future, we would like to perform analysis of
the convergence speed for the DNN training.
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